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The second meeting of our space team
was
conducted
at
Udhayagiri
Fort
Puliyurkuruchi. It is a place which is filled with
Mother Nature’s boom. Deers and fishes are
specially grown here. A beautiful children’s park and a garden
with medicinally important plants are very nice to play and
enjoyable. Ducks and, monkeys, rabbits are roaming here and
there. Peacock are dancing in between
the trees, parrots are speaking from the
cages. Many small cottages are there
to take rest for the visitors. The mountain
near the fort is filled with varieties of
plants. The big trees like Tamerinadus
Indica, Agle Mormelus, Emblica etc are
growing here. Many herbs and shrubs are giving pleasure to
see.
The meeting was presided by
Ambarish Mano and began with a prayer
song by Gayathiri. After the welcome
address by Dharshika, Mr.Velaian gave his
introductory address . When he was talking
he said that, all must express their ideas
and we should interact with the scientists and guides.
Next
our scientist Mr. Ingersol gave a useful speech about space . He
advised us that we should not exploit the nature.

He told that all the young scientist have potentiality, but they
do not realize that. Looking with bare eyes leads certain limits
to see thing in the space. This results in the invention of
telescope by Galileo. It is a trigger to enter in to outer
space. He cautioned that certain spectrums of sunrays are
harmless but certain spectrums are harmful. Human beings
overcome obstacles by thinking radically and doing
properly. We got valuable information about space and
communication from Mr. Ingersol.
Young scientist Steve explained about rocket. We got a
clear idea about what is rocket , how is it sent to space, types
of rocket, structure of rockets, fuels, combustion chamber,
types of satellites etc.
Ms. Jiya gave a presentation bout solar system. Apart from

the sun it has planets like Dwarfs, Asteroids, moons and
comets.
Next to that Ms. Gayathiri Venugopal gave a nice
presentation about space exploration. Space exploration is
the use of astronomy and space technology to explore outer
space.
He explained about PSLV and GSLV rockets. He also
explained about Chandrayan, which is near the moon and
trying to find out the water in the
moon.
Dr.Sasikumar .
Following that Mr.Velaian told that
the space team is very good but the
young scientist must develop their
speaking ability. Communication of
messages is very important.
Finally the session was winded up with the vote of thanks by
Gaya.
It was a pleasant experience to all of us .We are very
grateful to KAP.
Thank you.

